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BACKGROUND. In treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients with predose-Kenneth F. Koral, Ph.D.1

Shuhong Lin, M.S.1 plus-I-131–labeled anti-B1 (anti-CD20) monoclonal antibody, an intratherapy sin-

gle photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) image is an important partJeffrey A. Fessler, Ph.D.2

Mark S. Kaminski, M.D.1 of research estimates of tumor dosimetry. For that imaging, a computed tomogra-

phy (CT)-SPECT fusion is used both to obtain an attenuation map for the space-Richard L. Wahl, M.D.1

alternating generalized expectation maximization reconstruction and to provide
1 Department of Internal Medicine, University of CT-based volumes of interest (VoI) to determine activity in tumors and organs.
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Fusion based on external, skin-surface markers has been used but may not cor-

rectly superimpose internal structures.2 Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann METHODS. A new algorithm, developed and implemented in the Department of
Arbor, Michigan. Radiology, University of Michigan, and based on the mutual information of gray-

scale values, was investigated. Results from four anti-B1 therapy patients are pre-

sented.

RESULTS. In one patient, the new intensity-based fusion provided total recon-

structed counts for kidneys that were higher than those produced by marker-

based fusion; therefore, the VoI was probably located more accurately. In a second

patient, after an acquisition that did not include any skin markers, the new algo-

rithm produced counts/pixel that were similar for four of five tumors consistent
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with what is expected from an ideal therapy combined with accurate count density
Radioimmunodetection and Radioimmunother-

estimates. The fifth tumor was quite small and will have its final activity estimateapy of Cancer, Princeton, New Jersey, October
moved toward consistency with the others after a recovery coefficient multiplica-10–12, 1996.
tion. For four tumors in two patients, direct comparison of the two algorithms
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he mathematics of the superimposition (fusion) of a rigid body
and its shifted, scaled, and rotated counterpart are well known.1

Michigan Medical Center, Ann Arbor MI 48105- One technique for accomplishing such a fusion requires the identifi-
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cation of homologous (matched) points in the two image sets. This
technique was applied to computed tomography-single photon emis-Received August 12, 1997; accepted September

5, 1997. sion computed tomography (CT-SPECT) fusion in monoclonal anti-
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body imaging at least as early as 1989.2,3 In a similar tients are being treated with a combination of nonradi-
oactive and radioactive (131I-labeled) anti-B1 (anti-approach, skin marking in SPECT has been combined

with surface estimates from CT.4 We have used homol- CD20) monoclonal antibody.9,10 The protein dose is
685 mg nonradioactive and 15 mg radioactive. We areogous points from skin markers in both CT and SPECT

to allow fusion so that we could obtain attenuation most interested in the SPECT counts within tumor VoI
defined by outlines drawn on CT by a trained radiolo-maps for SPECT reconstruction from the CT images

and also transfer volumes of interest (VoI) drawn on gist. These counts lead to dosimetry estimates for the
tumors.5the CT images into the SPECT image space.5 The math-

ematics of the method has been briefly described else- In general, the rationale for our use of the inten-
sity-based algorithm is the hypothesis that the overlapwhere.6 There have been indications of good accuracy

with the imaging of rigid phantoms. The root mean of similar relative intensities throughout the image
volume does produce the best superimposition of thesquare difference in marker position was 1.5 mm with

a five-marker fusion and 2.3 mm with a seven-marker tumors between modalities. According to the hypothe-
sis, the skin markers are more susceptible to bodyfusion.7 In patient fusions, however, there can be

problems, because the human body (with its organs contortions than are the internal features. To attempt
validation of the superiority of the new algorithm com-and tumors) is not a ‘‘rigid body.’’ Moreover, there is

also a question of whether the internal organs main- pared with the marker-based one, we look for more
counts within the VoI of kidneys that have uptake. Wetain the same location relative to the external markers

between the two scans that are taken at different times assume that this implies more accurate location of the
VoI. To simply justify use of the new algorithm, weand with different modalities.

Therefore, we have investigated fusing images seek to show that counts within tumor VoI are not
greatly changed.with a new method that is based on the intensities in

the total volume of both image sets. In mathematical
terms, the method depends on maximizing the mutual PATIENTS AND METHODS

Datainformation of the two data sets. The iterative method
plots the number of occurrences for a two-dimen- CT data are acquired with a General Electric (Milwau-

kee, WI) Genesis nonhelical or helical scanner. Datasional histogram that has CT intensity on one axis
and SPECT activity per voxel on the other. As long as are reconstructed into 512 1 512 transverse matrices

with 1-cm thick slices having no gaps or overlaps. Forclusters in this histogram are strongest with a particu-
lar registration, the method converges. It is not neces- all fusion transformations, the original CT matrix is

subsampled to a 256 1 256 matrix to reduce memorysary that two structures that have the same CT inten-
sity must also have the same values for SPECT activity requirements. SPECT data are acquired after the thera-

peutic administration of anti-B1 when the patientper voxel. However, for success to be achieved, it is
important that the same structures appear in both mo- body burden has dropped below 30 mCi. A three-

headed camera, the Picker (Cleveland, OH) Prism 3000dalities. The algorithm has been developed and imple-
mented in the Department of Radiology, University of XP, is used. Scans are accomplished with a fixed and

identical radius of rotation for each head and a 3607Michigan, and is described in a separate article.8 For
the data sets presented here, the fusion is of the rigid- rotation of the gantry over 20 minutes. Sixty projection

images are acquired by each head during continuousbody type for both algorithms. With the marker-based
method, we chose to not require perfect correspon- rotation. Preliminary results presented here are from

the projections accumulated by head 1 and are recon-dence between modalities for all markers. For the in-
tensity-based algorithm, convergence may not occur structed without compensation for Compton scatter-

ing.with the greater freedom of allowing a warping. How-
ever, both algorithms do allow for a change in voxel There are two protocols for data acquisition. In

one protocol, crossed lines are drawn on the skin ofshape from one modality to another. This change can
account for a uniform compression transversely cou- the patient at five locations. Four of these locations

are chosen to be anterior, posterior, and right and leftpled with an expansion longitudinally. We assume that
such a change is caused by a respiration difference lateral, usually not in the same transverse plane. The

fifth location is displaced longitudinally at least 10 cmcaptured with the fast scanning times of a helical scan-
ner. We choose to allow such a voxel change in some from one of the others. During the CT scan, highly x-

ray–absorbent, 1.5-mm diameter, lead markersof the processing of our patient data.
In this article, we apply the mutual-information (Beekley Spots; Beekley, Bristol, CT) are placed at the

intersections of the crossed lines. Patients lay supinealgorithm to SPECT and CT image sets for four new
patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. These pa- on the usual CT table with hands over the head in the
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TABLE 1
Details of Image Acquisition and Processing

Basis for fusion, type of scale
Data acquisition Fusion case

Patient no. Region protocol no. First fusion Second fusion

1 Abdomen 1 1 Marker, fixed Marker, fixed
2 Marker, fixed Intensity, fixed

2 Abdomen 2 Intensity, fixed Intensity, fixed
3 Pelvis 1 Marker, variable Intensity, fixed
4 Abdomen 1 1 Marker, variable Marker, variable

2 Intensity, variable Intensity, variable

The nuclear medicine data are reconstructed with
filtered backprojection without attenuation correction
using clinical software. The resultant image set pro-
vides the marker locations for marker-based fusion or
image features (such as the skin edge or tip of the
liver) so that control points can be chosen to produce
an initial fusion for the mutual-information–based al-
gorithm. Fusion parameters are obtained and stored
by either (or both) of the two algorithms. These param-
eters are used to superimpose the CT data into the
SPECT space, where it is extrapolated in energy to
yield an attenuation map.5 The original SPECT projec-
tion data are then reconstructed with attenuation cor-
rection using the space-alternating generalized expec-
tation maximization (SAGE) iterative algorithm11 plus
the map. The stored fusion parameters are then reused
to superimpose the attenuation-corrected SPECT into
the CT space. Volumes of interest for the tumors (and

FIGURE 1. Plot of longitudinal marker location for two modalities. For perhaps kidneys) that have been outlined on the CT
Patient 1 (open squares), results are consistent with rigid-body assump- images are then carefully redrawn by hand on those
tion (i.e., the marker order from head to foot in the SPECT examination images resident on a computer, which also contains
is the same as in the CT scan). For Patient 3 (black squares), results are the fused SPECT data. These VoI are stored. They are
inconsistent. Dropping the marker with the arrow improves the root mean then recalled and applied to the SPECT reconstruc-
square error for the marker-based fusion. tions to obtain total counts within a tumor (or a kid-

ney).

Patientsusual way. Normally, contrast is used. Care is taken to
include the skin edges (to see the markers), and shal- All four patients gave informed consent for the extra

SPECT imaging. Patient 1 (University of Michigan, #55)low breathing is allowed (to match the condition ex-
tant during the SPECT scan). Each marker is usually was a salvage therapy patient. He underwent abdomi-

nal scanning under Protocol 1. His image data werelocalized in a single transverse plane. During the
SPECT scan, 3-mm diameter filter-paper circles satu- superimposed using both the older, marker-based al-

gorithm and the newer mutual-information–based al-rated with 10–20 mCi of 131I and sealed in plastic tape
are similarly affixed to the skin. These markers are gorithm. In both cases, the attenuation map was ob-

tained from the marker-based fusion. The second fu-usually visualized in four to five of the 7.12-mm thick
transverse planes. In the second protocol for data ac- sion was carried out once with each algorithm. For

the intensity-based second fusion, three control pointsquisition, markers are not used in either scan. No spe-
cial provisions are made for either acquisition, except for the initial estimate were skin positions in the shape

of an equilateral triangle in the corresponding slicesthat the arms are placed over the head in a similar
way for each. that contained the inferior tip of the liver. A fourth
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FIGURE 2. A slice for Patient 1. SPECT to CT fusion is with the mutual-information–based algorithm. X-ray CT without (A) and with (C) the hand-
drawn regions of interest are shown. The results from SPECT reconstruction in the same format are shown in B and D. Lrg T: tumor; Rt K: right kidney;
Lf: left kidney; M: one of the skin-surface markers used in marker-based fusion.

was placed near the socket of the left hip. A fixed cubic abdominal scanning according to acquisition Protocol
2. The mutual-information–based fusion was used tovoxel 1.33 mm on a side was specified for the 256 1

256 CT scan and a similar voxel 7.12 mm on a side for go between spaces in both directions as is the usual
case. Because no markers were imaged, there was nothe SPECT scan. The fusion took two iterations. Total

elapsed CPU time was 3.5 minutes on a Digital Equip- second final result to compare with that from the new
algorithm.ment Corporation (Nashua, NH) Model 3000/5001

OSF/Alpha with a clock rate of 200 MHz under the Patient 3 (University of Michigan, #64) was a sec-
ond salvage therapy patient who underwent abdomi-AVS programming environment.

Patient 2 (UF, #1) was a patient in the up front nal SPECT. Her attenuation map was obtained after a
fusion based on the best four of five markers. A finaltreatment protocol in which the anti-B1 therapy was

administered before any other therapy. He underwent mutual-information–based fusion appeared to be
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FIGURE 3. A series of 16 consecutive slices with regions of interest for Patient 1. Progression is from head to feet. The slice shown in Figure 2 is
the seventh in this series. A second, smaller, more anterior tumor appears in the third to sixth images. Three additional skin-surface markers are imaged
most clearly in the 12th, 13th, and 15th slices.

quite successful. However, VoI could not be drawn on chose to use this fusion. Comparison of the results
with those from marker-based fusion was performed.the CT images because excess fluid was not distinct

from the tumor. Therefore, a final tumor evaluation Table 1 summarizes both the imaging and processing
for all four patients.of the patient is not included in this article.

Patient 4 (UF, #5) was a second patient from the
up front treatment protocol. She underwent abdomi- RESULTS

A problem that can occur with a marker-based algo-nal scanning with markers using a GE helical scanner.
In her case, we processed the raw projection data us- rithm can be seen by comparing results from two pa-

tients imaged under data acquisition Protocol 1. Theing each fusion method independently. For the mu-
tual-information algorithm, a visually unsatisfactory SPECT slice number is plotted against the CT slice

number for each marker for both patients in Figure 1.CT-to-SPECT fusion was obtained with fixed-size cu-
bic voxels. Improvement was obtained by permitting For Patient 1, the order from head to foot in the SPECT

examination is the same as in the CT scan, whereasa SPECT voxel that was effectively noncubic, so we
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TABLE 3TABLE 2
Comparison of Two Fusion Methods for Patient 1 Count Density in the Five Tumors of Patient 2

Count densityCounts (arbitrary units)
(‘‘counts’’/pixel,

Tumor label Volume (pixels) arbitrary units)Fusion using Fusion using Difference
Feature markers intensity (%)

Superior small 558 1.31
Medium 2,952 1.47Left kidney 10.8 11.1 /3.2

Right kidney 8.24 9.04 /9.6 Superior large 18,115 1.60
Inferior small 159 0.41Large tumor 17.0 17.6 /4.0

Small tumor 1.50 1.39 07.2 Inferior large 11,104 1.67

TABLE 4for Patient 3 it is not. The flexibility of the human body
Comparison of Two Fusion Methods for Patient 4is thought to be the cause of the difference for Patient

3. (The patient tables are different, and no body mold Counts (arbitrary units)
or other restraining device is used.)

Fusion using Fusion using DifferenceThe traditional algorithm does find the solution
Feature markers intensity (%)to the fusion which has the least mean square distance

between the input markers, even for Patient 3, but this
Large tumor 71.7 68.2 04.8

distance is large at 6.5 mm. A possible solution is a Small tumor 0.29 0.28 02.3
warping algorithm, but this has not yet been at-
tempted with our data. Another solution is to choose
only a subset of the five markers. The use of a particu-
lar four markers yields a least square error of only 1.8 Locations for RoI in individual slices with the mu-

tual-information–based fusion are visually similar tomm for Patient 3. It is our opinion that the discrepancy
with all five markers (6.5 mm) is larger than is ascrib- those with the marker-based fusion; a numeric compari-

son of the ‘‘reconstructed count’’ result is shown in Tableable to experimental error in placing the markers over
the ink marks or in establishing the locations of the 2. Sizes of the left and right kidneys in voxels are 7532

and 6595, respectively. Those of the large and small tu-markers in the image. There is such a large improve-
ment (more than a factor of three) by dropping one mor are 10,191 and 1196. The left and right kidneys have

3.2% and 9.6% more counts, respectively, with the newmarker that the four-marker fusion is kept. (Presum-
ably the stretching and twisting of the body affected superimposition. Our interpretation is that the VoI are

more accurately placed over the true, higher activity lo-one marker disproportionately. This disproportiona-
lity is possible because the markers are located rela- cation of those organs with the mutual-information–

based fusion. The ‘‘counts’’ for the large and small tumortively far from each other.) Another solution for such
patients that we also are investigating is the mutual- change by /4.0 and 07.2%, respectively. In this case,

the desirable direction of a count change is not known.information (intensity-based) algorithm.
For Patient 1, a slice from the final reconstruction We can only say that the new algorithm changes activity

estimates by no more than 7.2% from those with theafter intensity-based fusion is shown in Figure 2. The
CT image for the slice with and without region of inter- marker-based algorithm.

For Patient 2, there is little kidney uptake of theest (RoI) is shown in A and C. The reconstructed SPECT
slice with and without the same RoI is shown in B and monoclonal antibody. However, there are five tumors

identifiable from the CT scan. The ‘‘count’’ density inD. The outlined tumor (Lrg T in D) is surrounded by
activity from other structures and/or activity from the ‘‘counts’’/pixel is itemized for these tumors in Table

3. Assuming that tumor uptake per gram should belong tales of the 131I point-spread function. The cooler
kidneys have activity apparently more bounded by similar for the different tumors, it is encouraging that

the count density is less than 28% different for four oftheir RoI.
Sixteen reconstructed slices for Patient 1 are five tumors (range, 1.31–1.67) and 69% lower only for

the smallest. This smallest tumor will have its finalshown in Figure 3. The slice of Figure 2 is the seventh
in the series. A second smaller tumor appears in the value for activity per unit volume considerably in-

creased relative to the others by multiplication by athird through sixth images of the series. It is clear that
the drawn RoI would have been very difficult to realize large recovery coefficient.5

The final reconstructed images for Patient 4 withwithout fusion plus transfer of VoI.
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